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Assalamu alaikum. How are you today? How do you want to pass the day today? Do you have any plan 

for that? Here are some ideas that you can do at home during this vacation. Remember as we are in 

an alarming situation, we need to follow some safety steps as precautions. Wash your hands a lot and 

drink plenty of water. Not to be worried, you are a star.  

Eng Lang   
                            
 

Have you finished reading the story “Ned Falls into the 

chest”. Okay, let’s start another one today. 

So take Radiant Way Book and learn the rhyme “Wee 

Willie Winkie” Pg24. Next practice the words with –rn, rm, 
rl. Memorize the spelling. Write the rhyme in your copy. 
No w  t a k e  y o u r  Cambridge Activity Book, Page-
88, can you please write the name of birds given in this 
page? 
 

Play    
                                 
My little kids are you bored at home? Let’s 

grab a pencil and paper to play a game, it’s very easy. 
Tic-Tac-Toe is one of the first pencil and paper games a 
child learns. To begin playing, draw a grid of two horizontal 
lines dissecting two vertical lines. Players take turns 
choosing a box and placing either the letter 0 or the 
letter X to mark their box. The goal of the game is to fill in 
three marks in a row or block your opponent from doing 
so.....  
Isn’t it fun? 

Mathematics    
                               
Are you done with your previous activity? Let’s make 

mathematics more enjoyable today. Take your Math 
Mileage Book and open chapter-7, Numbers up to 100. So 
today you are going to solve these pages: 113-115. 
 
 Isn’t it fun to find the missing numbers? 

বাাংলা  
 
 

আমরা সবাই (ক -ন)(পর্ যন্ত ২ টি করর শব্দ গঠন শশরেশি ও  

এবার আমরা (ক -ম) এগুর া শিরে িুইটি করর শব্দ গঠন শশেব ও 

শ েব।  

 

দিশে দ া সবাই প্রভাতী  িড়াটি ব র  পাশর শকনা?   

আমারিররক হার র দ োিা সুন্দর রাের  হরব।  াই হার র দ ো 

বইরে পৃষ্ঠা ১৪ ও ১৫ অনুশী ন কররব। 

Science  
                            
Science is something the more you will dig,the more you 
will learn. So my little stars I just want to give you a very 
easy but interesting task to do. All you need to do is open 
your Science Voyage Book, Chapter-32, Movement-1. 
Learn the name of the things that are moving and 
understand the importance of energy needed in the 
movement. 

Help   
                                  
My dear young stars are you reminding your friends and 
family to drink water in every 15 minutes? 
 
Oh! And don’t forget to help your mom to keep the house 
clean… 

Al-Quran  
 
My dear young stars I know you are missing your Al-Quran 
Book. Because this book is full of treasures....So let’s give a 
hug to this book. 
You just open your Al-Quran book and read the 
words with fatah, kasra,dammah  and haraka , and revise 
surah Nas and Falak. 

Arabic 
   
My little champs start writing from where you have ended 
yesterday.                              
 

That’s all for today...bye! 
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